
COLLECTIVE TRANSPOSITION SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot aura; Targets  up to two creatures

You teleport the targets to new positions within the area. The creature must be able to fit, and the position must be unoccupied, entirely
within the area, and in your line of sight. Unwilling creatures can attempt a Will save.

Success The target is unaffected.
Critical Success The target can choose to teleport, but it chooses the destination.
Failure You teleport the target and choose its destination.

Heightened (+1) The number of targets increases by one.

Conjuration 

Teleportation

CONTINUAL FLAME HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Cost  6 gp worth of ruby dust Range  touch; Targets  one object 

Duration  unlimited

A magical flame springs up from the object, as bright as a torch. It doesn’t need oxygen, react to water, or generate heat.
Heightened (+1) The cost increases as follows: 16 gp for 3rd level; 30 gp for 4th; 60 gp for 5th; 120 gp for 6th; 270 gp for 7th; 540 gp
for 8th; 1,350 gp for 9th; and 3,350 gp for 10th.

Evocation 

Light

DETECT SCRYING UNCOMMON HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot aura 
Duration  10 minutes

You detect the presence of scrying effects in the area. If detect scrying is higher level than a scrying effect, you gain a glimpse of the

scrying creature and learn its approximate distance and direction.
Heightened (6th) The duration increases to 24 hours.

Detection 

Divination

DOMINATE UNCOMMON SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one humanoid creature 

Duration  1 day, or until dismissed

You take command of the target, forcing it to obey your orders.
If you issue an obviously self-destructive order, the target doesn’t act until you issue a new order. The effect depends on its Will save.

Success slowed 1 for 1 round as it fights off your commands.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target follows your orders but attempts a Will save at the end of each of its turns. On success, the spell is dismissed.
Critical Failure As failure, but the target receives a new save only whenever you give it a new order, and even then only if the new
order is against its nature, such as killing its allies.

Heightened (9th) You can target a non-humanoid creature.

Enchantment 

Mental

FALSE LIFE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 day

You gain a number of temporary Hit Points equal to 6 plus your spellcasting ability modifier.
Heightened (+2) The temporary Hit Points increase by 6.

Necromancy

FEEBLEMIND SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one humanoid creature 

Duration  varies

You drastically reduce the target’s mental faculties. The effect depends on the target’s Will save.
Success The target is stupefied 2 for 1 round.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target is stupefied 4 with a permanent duration.
Critical Failure The target’s intellect is permanently reduced below that of an animal, and it treats its Charisma, Intelligence, and
Wisdom modifiers as –5. It loses all class abilities that require mental faculties, including all spellcasting. If the target is a PC, she
becomes an NPC under the GM’s control.

Heightened (9th) You can target a non-humanoid creature.

Curse 

Enchantment 

Mental

GRIM TENDRILS HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot line

Black shadows curl out from your fingertips and race through the air, taking the form of ephemeral vines spiked with thorns.
You deal 3d4 negative damage and 1 persistent bleed damage to living creature in the line, depending on their Fortitude saves.
Success The creature takes half negative damage and no bleed.
Critical Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure Double negative and persistent bleed damage.

Heightened (+1) The negative damage increases by 2d4 and the persistent bleed damage increases by 1.

Necromancy 

Negative

HALLUCINATION HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Material Casting, Somatic Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 hour

The target consistently believes one thing is another, can’t detect something that’s there, or detects something that’s not there. You
choose which of these options applies and determine the specifics of the hallucination. For example, you could make the target think

all elves are humans, be unable to detect the presence of his brother, think his beloved pocket watch is always on his person even
when it isn’t, or believe there’s a tower in the center of town.
The target can attempt a Will save to disbelieve the hallucination every time he Seeks or Interacts with the subject of the

hallucination.
For example, the target could attempt to disbelieve each time he encountered an elf, bumped into his brother accidentally, tried to

check his pocket watch, or studied the tower to spot vulnerabilities.
The target can attempt to disbelieve with a large circumstance bonus in circumstances determined by the GM, such as if the target

attempted to climb the nonexistent tower.
Heightened (6th) Choose Duration 1 day or Targets up to 10 creatures.
Heightened (8th) Choose Duration unlimited or Targets any number of creatures.

Illusion 

Mental

ILLUSORY CREATURE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  500 feet 
Duration  concentration

You create an illusory image of a Huge or smaller creature. It makes appropriate sounds, generates normal smells, and feels right to
the touch. If you and the image are ever farther than 500 feet apart, the spell ends.
The image can’t speak, but you can use your actions to speak through the creature, with the spell disguising your voice as

appropriate. You might need to attempt a Deception or Performance check to convincingly mimic the creature, as determined by the

GM. This is especially likely if you’re trying to imitate a specific person and engage with someone that person knows.
In combat, the illusion counts as a creature for flanking. It uses your spell roll for attack rolls and saving throws and your spell DC for
its AC. If the image is hit by an attack or fails a save, the spell is dismissed. The creature has two actions per turn, which it takes
when you Concentrate on the Spell.
The illusion can’t directly affect the physical world, though its attacks can cause damage by making the target believe they’re real. If

the illusory creature hits with a Strike, the target takes mental damage equal to 1d4 plus your spellcasting ability modifier. This is a
mental effect. The illusion’s Strikes are nonlethal. If the damage doesn’t correspond to the image of the monster—for example, if a
Large dragon dealt only 5 damage— the GM might allow the target to attempt a Perception check to disbelieve the spell as a free

action. Any relevant resistances and weaknesses apply if the target thinks they do, as judged by the GM. For example, if the illusion
wields a warhammer and attacks a creature resistant to bludgeoning damage, the creature would take less mental damage. However,
illusory damage does not suppress regeneration or trigger other effects that require a certain damage type.
Any creature that touches the image or uses the Seek action to examine it can attempt to disbelieve your illusion.
When a creature disbelieves the illusion, it recovers from half the damage it had taken from it (if any) and doesn’t take any further

damage from it. The GM should track illusory damage dealt by the illusion.
Heightened (+1) The damage of the image’s Strikes increases by 1d4 and the maximum size of creature you can create increases by

one (to a maximum of Gargantuan).

Auditory 

Illusion 

Visual

ILLUSORY SCENE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Verbal, Somatic) 
Range  500 feet; Area  30-foot burst 
Duration  1 hour

You form an imaginary scene that includes up to 10 discrete creatures or objects of various sizes, all of which must be within the

spell’s area. These elements all generate appropriate sounds and smells, and they feel right to the touch. Elements of an illusory

scene are incapable of speech. Unlike the illusory creature spell, creatures in your scene lack combat abilities and statistics. Your scene

Auditory 

Illusion 

Visual
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doesn’t include changes to the environment around it, though you can place your scene within the illusory environment of a hallucinatory

terrain spell.
When you create the scene, you can choose to have it be static or follow a program. Though a static scene is stationary, it includes

basic natural movement. Wind blowing on an illusory piece of paper would rustle it, for example. A program can be up to 1 minute long,
and it repeats when finished. For instance, you could create a programmed scene of two orcs fighting each other, and their fight would go
the same way for each repetition.

If you create a loop, the two fighters end up in the same place at the start of the fight and at the end of it, but you can smooth the

program so it’s hard to tell when the loop ends or begins.
However, anyone observing long term almost always notices the program looping. You’re unable to alter the program after you create

the illusion.
Any creature that touches any part of the image or uses the Seek action to examine it can attempt to disbelieve your illusion.
If they were interacting with a portion of the illusion, they disbelieve only that portion. They disbelieve the entire scene only on a

critical success.
Heightened (6th) Creatures or objects in your scene can speak.

You must speak the specific lines for each actor when creating your program. The spell disguises your voice for each actor as
appropriate.
Heightened (8th) Per 6th-level, and the duration is unlimited.

MAGE ARMOR HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 day

You ward yourself with shimmering magical energy, gaining a +1 item bonus to AC. While wearing mage armor, you use your unarmored

proficiency to calculate your AC.
Heightened (2nd) The bonus increases to +2, and you gain a +1 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (4th) The bonus increases to +3, and you gain a +2 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (6th) The bonus increases to +4, and you gain a +3 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (8th) The bonus increases to +5, and you gain a +4 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (10th) The bonus increases to +6, and you gain a +5 item bonus to saving throws.

Abjuration

MISLEAD SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute

You turn yourself invisible and create an illusory duplicate of yourself. When you Concentrate on the Spell, you can mentally dictate a

course of action for your duplicate to follow that round.
Your duplicate acts as though it had your full number of actions, though it can’t actually affect anything in the environment.
Both the invisibility and the duplicate remain as long as you concentrate. Per a 4th-level invisibility spell, committing a hostile action

doesn’t end mislead’s invisibility. A creature that determines the duplicate is an illusion doesn’t necessarily know you’re invisible, and one
that can see your invisible form doesn’t necessarily know your duplicate is an illusion.

If you Cast a Spell, attack, or otherwise interact with another creature, you can attempt a Deception check as part of that action

against observers’ Perception DCs to convince them your duplicate took that action. This doesn’t fool anyone who’s aware your duplicate
is an illusion, nor does it work if the attack obviously couldn’t have come from the duplicate. For instance, if you fired a ray you could
make it look like it came from the duplicate, if the duplicate is positioned appropriately, but if you attack with a staff and your duplicate
is across the room from the target, your attempt at deception would fail.

Illusion

MODIFY MEMORY UNCOMMON HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  permanent

You alter the target’s memories, either erasing a memory, enhancing a memory’s clarity, altering a memory, or adding a false memory.
The target can attempt a Will save to resist the spell.

Success The target is unaffected but thinks your spell was something harmless instead of modify memory, unless it identifies the spell
(usually by spending the Identify Magic action).

Critical Success The target is unaffected and realizes you tried to alter its memory.
Failure During the first 5 minutes of the spell’s duration, you can Concentrate on the Spell to modify a memory once each round. When

you do, you imagine up to 6 seconds of memory to modify, to a maximum of 5 continuous minutes of memory.
Any memories you’ve altered remain changed as long as the spell is active. If the target moves out of range before the 5 minutes is

up, you can’t alter any further memories.
Heightened (6th) You can cast the spell on a willing target in order to suppress all memory of a particular topic, detailed in 50 words or
fewer. The spell patches these omissions with indistinct haze. Instead of having a duration, the effects last indefinitely even in the
absence of magic and can be removed only by powerful spells such as alter reality.

Divination 

Mental

PARANOIA HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute

The target is stricken by intense paranoia towards all creatures around it, with effects determined by the outcome of its Will saving

throw.
Success The target believes everyone it sees is a potential threat. It becomes unfriendly to all creatures that were previously allies,
treating only itself as an ally. The spell ends after 1 round.

Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure Per success, but the effect lasts the full minute.
Critical Failure Per failure, except the target believes that everyone it sees is a mortal enemy. It uses its reactions and free actions
against these enemies regardless of whether they were previously its allies, as determined by the GM. It otherwise acts as
rationally as normal and will likely prefer to attack enemies that are actively attacking or hindering it.

Heightened (6th) You can target up to five creatures.

Illusion 

Mental

PHANTASMAL CALAMITY SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  500 feet; Area  30-foot burst

A vision of apocalyptic destruction fills the mind of each target. Each creature in the area sees its own version of the calamity tailored

to its worst fears, and must attempt a Will saving throw. This vision deals 15d6 mental damage and inflicts other effects, depending on
the outcome of each creature’s saving throw.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success Unaffected.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage and the creature falls prone.
It must succeed at a Reflex saving throw or believe it’s trapped (fallen into a crevasse, adrift at sea, or some other fate depending

on its vision). If it fails, it’s stunned for 1 minute. It gets a new Will save at the end of each of its turns, and on a success, it
disbelieves the illusion and recovers from stunned.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

Illusion 

Mental

PHANTASMAL KILLER HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  120 feet; Targets  one living creature

You create a phantasmal image of the most fearsome creature imaginable to the target. Only the spell’s target can
see the killer, though you can see the vague shape of the illusion as it races forth to attack. The effect of the
killer is based on the outcome of the target’s Will saving throw.

Success The target is frightened 1.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target takes 11d6 mental damage and is frightened 2.
Critical Failure The target is so afraid it might instantly die.
It must attempt a Fortitude saving throw; if the target fails, it is reduced to 0 Hit Points and dies. On a successful Fortitude save,

the target still takes 16d6 mental damage, is fleeing until the end of its next turn, and is frightened 4.
Heightened (+1) The damage on a failure increases by 2d6 and on a critical failure by 3d6.

Death 

Emotion 

Fear 

Illusion 

Mental

PHANTOM PAIN HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute

Pain wracks the target, dealing 2d4 mental damage and 1d4 persistent mental damage. The target must attempt a Will saving throw.
Success Full damage, but no persistent damage and the spell ends immediately.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure Full damage, and the target is sick 1. If the target recovers from being sick, its persistent mental damage ends as well and

the spell ends.
Critical Failure Per failure, but the target is sick 2.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d4 and the persistent damage by 1.

Illusion 

Mental 

Nonlethal

PHANTOM STEED HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  30 feet 
Duration  8 hours or until dismissed

You conjure a Large, magical, horselike creature that only you (or another Medium or Small creature you choose when casting the spell)
can ride. The horse is clearly phantasmal in nature, has 18 AC and 10 Hit Points, and automatically fails all saves. If reduced to 0 Hit
Points, it disappears and the spell is dismissed.

Conjuration
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The steed has a Speed of 40 feet and can hold your body weight (or the body weight of the creature you chose) plus 20 Bulk.
Heightened (4th) The steed has a Speed of 60 feet, can walk on water, and ignores areas of natural difficult terrain.
Heightened (5th) The steed has a Speed of 60 feet, can walk on water, and ignores areas of natural difficult terrain. It can also walk on
air (per air walk) but must end its turn on solid ground or fall.
Heightened (6th) The steed can walk or fly at a Speed of 80 feet, can walk on water, and ignores areas of natural difficult terrain.

REMOVE FEAR HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one creature

You can counteract a single fear effect that the target suffers from. This can also remove nonmagical fear effects if the source’s level is
equal to or lower than double remove fear’s level.

This frees only the target, not any other creatures under the fear effect.
Heightened (6th) The spell’s range increases to 30 feet, and you can target up to 10 creatures.

Enchantment

REMOVE PARALYSIS HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one creature

You can counteract a single effect inflicting paralysis on the creature. This does not cure someone who suffers paralysis from some natural

state or effect, such a being paralyzed from birth or paralysis caused by nonmagical wounds or toxins.
Heightened (6th) The spell’s range increases to 30 feet, and you can target up to 10 creatures.

Healing 

Necromancy

REPULSION SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  aura up to 40 feet 
Duration  1 minute

From you extends an aura that prevents creatures from approaching you. When casting the spell, you can make the field any radius you

choose, up to 40 feet. Creatures must attempt a Will save if they’re in the aura when you cast the spell or as soon as they enter the
aura while it’s in effect. Once a creature has attempted the save, it uses the same result for that casting of repulsion. Any restrictions
on a creature’s movement apply only if it moves voluntarily toward you. For example, if you move closer to a creature, it doesn’t then
need to move away.

Success The creature treats each square in the aura as difficult terrain when is moving closer to you.
Critical Success The creature’s movement is not restricted.
Failure The creature can’t move closer to you while in the aura.

Abjuration 

Mental

RESTORATION HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  touch; Targets  one creature

When you cast restoration, choose to either reduce a condition or lessen the effect of a toxin. A creature can benefit from only one

restoration spell each day, and it can’t benefit from restoration more than once to reduce the stage of the same exposure to a given

toxin.
• Reduce a Condition Reduce the value of the target’s enfeebled, sluggish, or stupefied condition by 2. You can instead reduce two of

the listed conditions by 1 each.
• Lessen a Toxin Reduce the stage of one toxin the target suffers from by one stage. This can’t reduce the stage below stage 1 or cure

the affliction.
Heightened (4th) Add drained to the list of conditions you can reduce. When you lessen a toxin, reduce the stage by two. You also gain
a third option that allows you to reduce the target’s enervated value by 1. You can’t use this to reduce a permanent enervated condition.
Heightened (6th) Per the 4th-level restoration, but you can reduce a permanent enervated condition if you add a Material Casting action

while casting the spell, during which you provide 100 gp worth of diamond dust as a cost.

Healing 

Necromancy

RESTORE SENSES HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one creature

You can counteract a single effect making the target blinded or deafened. This can counteract both temporary magic and permanent

consequences of magic, but it doesn’t cure someone who is missing the sense from some natural state or effect, such as from birth or

from a nonmagical wound or toxin.
Heightened (6th) The spell’s range increases to 30 feet, and you can target up to 10 creatures. You can choose the effect to counteract
separately for each selected creature.

Healing 

Necromancy

SCRYING UNCOMMON SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Material, Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  planetary; Targets  one creature 

Duration  concentration, up to 10 minutes

Scrying works like clairvoyance, except that the image you receive is less precise (insufficient for teleport and similar spells) and instead
of creating an eye in a set location within 500 feet, you instead create an eye that appears just above the target.
You can choose a target either by name or by touching one of its possessions or a fallen piece of its body. If you haven’t met the

target in person, scrying’s DC is 2 lower, and if you are unaware of the target’s identity (perhaps because you found an unknown
creature’s fang at a crime scene), the DC is instead 10 lower.
The effect of scrying depends on the target’s Will save.
Success The spell fails and the target is bolstered against scrying.
Critical Success The spell fails and the target is bolstered against scrying for 1 week. The target also gains a glimpse of you and

learns its rough distance and direction from you.
Failure The spell succeeds.
Critical Failure The spell succeeds, and the eye follows the target if it moves, traveling up to 60 feet per round.

Divination 

Scrying

SHADOW BLAST UNCOMMON HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  varies; Area  varies

You shape the mutable and quasi-real substance of the shadow Plane into a deadly blast. Choose acid, bludgeoning, cold, electricity,
fire, piercing, or slashing, and choose a 30-foot cone, a 15-foot burst within 120 feet, or a 50-foot line. The blast deals 7d8 damage of

the type you chose to creatures in the area; these creatures must attempt their choice of a Reflex or Will save.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d8.

Evocation 

Shadow

SLOW HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute

The target becomes slower, depending on its Fortitude save.
Success slowed 1 for 1 round.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure slowed 1 for 1 minute.
Critical Failure slowed 2 for 1 minute.

Heightened (6th) You can target up to 10 creatures.

Transmutation

SOOTHE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one willing or unconscious living creature 

Duration  1 minute

You grace the target’s mind, boosting its mental defenses and healing its wounds. The target regains Hit Points
equal to 1d6 plus your spellcasting ability modifier when you Cast the Spell and gains a +1 conditional bonus to saves against mental

effects for the duration.
Heightened (+1) The amount of healing increases by 2d6.

Healing 

Mental 

Necromancy 

Positive

SOUND BURST HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Area  10-foot burst

You deal 3d8 sonic damage to creatures in the area, depending on their Fortitude saves.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage and deafened for 1 round.
Critical Failure Double damage and deafened for 1 minute.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d8.

Evocation 

Sonic
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SPELLWRACK SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature

You cause any spells cast on the target to spill out their energy in harmful surges, depending on the target’s Will

save.
SuccessPer failure, but the curse (and any persistent force damage from the curse) ends on its own after 1 minute.

Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure Whenever the target becomes affected by a spell with a duration, the target takes 1d12 persistent force damage, and each time

she takes persistent force damage from spellwrack she reduces the remaining duration of spells affecting her by 1 round. An Arcana
check at spellwrack’s DC is required to lower the DC of the flat check for the persistent damage from 20 to 15.

Critical Failure Per failure, but the persistent force damage is 2d12.

Abjuration 

Curse 

Force

SPIRIT BLAST SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature

You concentrate ethereal energy and attack a creature’s spirit, dealing 16d6 force damage. It must attempt a Fortitude save.
Because spirit blast affects the creature’s spirit, it can damage a target projecting its consciousness or possessing another creature

even if the target’s body is elsewhere. The possessed creature isn’t harmed by the blast. The blast doesn’t harm creatures that have no

spirit, such as constructs.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

Necromancy

SPIRITUAL WEAPON HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting; Requirement You must have a deity. 
Range  120 feet 
Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute

A weapon made of pure magical force manifests and attacks foes you designate within range. This weapon is ghostly and appears as your
deity’s favored weapon.

When you cast the spell, the weapon appears next to a foe of your choice within range and makes a Strike against it. Each time you

Concentrate on the Spell, you can move the weapon to a new target within range (if you choose to do so) and make a Strike with it.
The spiritual weapon uses and contributes to your multiple attack penalty.

Attacks with the weapon use your attack modifier with that type of weapon, but substitute your spellcasting ability modifier instead of

the normal ability modifier. Regardless of its appearance, the weapon deals force damage equal to 1d8 plus your spellcasting ability
modifier. When you Strike with the weapon, you can deal damage of the normal damage type of the weapon instead of force damage (or
any of the available damage types for a versatile weapon). No other attributes of the weapon apply, and even a ranged weapon attacks
adjacent creatures only.

A spiritual weapon counts as a weapon for triggers, resistances, and so forth.
The weapon doesn’t take up space, grant flanking, or have any other attributes a creature would. The weapon can’t make any kind of

attack other than a normal Strike, and feats or spells that affect weapons do not apply to this weapon.
Heightened (+2) The weapon’s damage increases by 1d8.

Attack 

Evocation 

Force

SUMMON MONSTER HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet 
Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute or until dismissed

You summon a level 0 creature from the summon monster list. This creature fights for you until the spell ends. The creature gains the
summoned trait. The spell automatically ends if the monster’s Hit Points drop to 0. Summoned creatures have 2 actions per turn (which
they use when you Concentrate on the Spell) and can’t use reactions. The creature attacks your enemies to the best of its abilities. If
you can communicate with it, you can attempt to command it as part of your action to Concentrate on a Spell, but the GM determines

the degree to which it follows your commands.
Heightening the spell increases the maximum level of monster you can summon. You can always summon a monster of a lower level

than the spell allows.
Heightened (2nd) Level 1.
Heightened (3rd) Level 2.
Heightened (4th) Level 3.
Heightened (5th) Level 5.
Heightened (6th) Level 7.
Heightened (7th) Level 9.
Heightened (8th) Level 11.
Heightened (9th) Level 13.

Conjuration

Heightened (10th) Level 15.

Summon Monster List

1st:  Level 0: animated broom, bloodseeker, bobcat, dog, dire rat, fire beetle, pig, pony, viper 
2nd:  Level 1: animated bureau, imp devil, mephit elemental, quasit demon 

3rd:  Level 2: animated armor, lemure devil, sloth demon 

4th:  Level 3: animated statue, hell hound, minor elemental 

5th:  Level 5: Lesser elemental; Level 4: bearded devil 
6th:  Level 7: blood demon, major elemental; Level 6: lust demon, nightmare, salamander 

7th:  Level 9: bone devil, efreeti genie, greater elemental, wrath demon; Level 8: erinyes devil 
8th:  Level 11: Elder elemental, toad demon; Level 10: barbed devil, slaver demon 

9th:  Level 13: ice devil, treachery demon; Level 12: slime demon, valkyrie 
10th:  Level 15: phoenix; Level 14: boar demon

TELEPATHY HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  10 minutes

You can communicate telepathically with all creatures within 30 feet. The communication is two-way once you have established a
connection by communicating with a creature. You can communicate only with creatures that share a language with you.
Heightened (6th) Telepathy loses the linguistic trait. You can communicate telepathically with creatures using shared mental imagery

even if you don’t share a language.

Divination 

Mental

TELEPORT UNCOMMON SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Material, Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  100 miles; Targets  you and up to four willing creatures touched

You and the targets instantly transport to any location within range, as long as you can identify the location precisely both by its
position relative to your starting position and by its appearance. Incorrect knowledge of the location’s appearance usually causes the
spell to fail, but it could lead to teleporting to an unwanted location or some other unusual mishap determined by the GM.
Teleport is not precise over great distances. The targets appear at a distance from the intended destination equal to roughly 1% of

the total distance traveled, in a direction determined by the GM. For short journeys, this lack of precision is irrelevant, but journeys of
the maximum 100 miles are 1 mile off target.
Heightened (7th) You and the targets can travel to any location within 1,000 miles.
Heightened (8th) You and the targets can travel to any location on the same planet. If you travel more than 1,000 miles, you arrive
only 10 miles off target.
Heightened (9th) You and the targets can travel to any location on another planet within the same solar system. Assuming you have

accurate knowledge of the location’s position and appearance, you arrive on the new planet 100 miles off target.
Heightened (10th) Per the 9th-level version, but you can travel to any planet within the same galaxy.

Conjuration 

Teleportation

TRUE SEEING SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 minute

You can see things within 60 feet as they actually are. The GM rolls a secret dispel check against any illusion or transmutation in the

area, but only for the purpose of determining whether you see through it (for instance, if the check succeeds against a polymorph

spell, you can see the creature’s true form, but you don’t end the polymorph spell).

Divination 

Revelation

VAMPIRIC EXSANGUINATION SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot cone

You draw blood and life force from creatures and shoot it out through your outstretched arms. You deal 13d6
negative damage to living creatures in the area, based on their Fortitude saves.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.
You gain half as many Hit Points as the maximum damage done to any single creature affected by this spell.

Heightened (+2) The damage increases by 3d6.

Death 

Necromancy 

Negative

VAMPIRIC TOUCH HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one living creature

You deal 4d6 negative damage to the target (double damage on a critical hit). You gain temporary Hit Points equal

to the negative damage the target takes (after applying resistances and the like). You lose any remaining

temporary Hit Points after 1 minute.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d6.

Attack 

Death 

Necromancy 

Negative
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VIBRANT PATTERN SPELL

Casting Material Casting, Somatic Casting 

Range  120 feet; Area  10-foot burst 
Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute

You create a pattern of lights in the air that pulses with intense light. Creatures are dazzled while inside the pattern. A creature must

attempt a Will saving throw if it’s inside the pattern when you cast it, enters the pattern, ends its turn within the pattern, or uses a Seek
or Interact action on the pattern. A creature currently blinded by the pattern doesn’t need to attempt new saving throws.
Success Unaffected.
Failure The target is blinded by the pattern. If it exits the pattern, it gets a new save to recover from the blindness at the end of each

of its turns, to a maximum duration of 1 minute.
Critical Failure The target is blinded for 1 minute.

Illusion 

Visual

WALL OF FORCE SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet 
Duration  1 minute

You form an invisible wall of pure magical force up to 50 feet across and up to 20 feet high. The wall has no discernible thickness. If the
wall’s surface would be broken by any creature or object, the spell is lost. The wall has AC 10, TAC 6, and Hardness 23, and it can take 3
additional Dents before being broken. If the wall is broken, the spell ends. The wall blocks physical effects from passing through it, and
because it’s made of force, it blocks incorporeal and ethereal creatures as well. Teleportation effects can pass through the barrier, as can
visual effects (since the wall is invisible).
Wall of force is immune to dispelling effects of its level or lower, but the wall is automatically destroyed by a disintegrate spell of any

level or by contact with a sphere of annihilation or rod of cancellation.
Heightened (+2) The Hardness of the wall increases by 5.

Evocation 

Force
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